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The principle of redundant spacings calibration has previously been described for the purpose of calibrating
piston phase aberration affecting elements of a dilute aperture array using a system of linear equations in
terms of the aperture phases as well as object phase information. Here we develop matrices for the correction
of piston phase aberration by use of image sharpness and also by phase retrieval. These are both presented in
wavefront sensor formulation in order to draw analogy between the approaches. We then discuss solution am-
biguity affecting both methods and describe array design criteria to prevent such ambiguity. The problem of
increased image aliasing under image sharpness correction is also highlighted. © 2008 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 110.5100, 110.1220, 110.5050, 110.1080.
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. INTRODUCTION
Seeing,” as produced by layers of turbulent “atmo-
phere,” leads to image distortion at frequencies from ra-
io to the visible as the point-spread function (PSF) of the
maging system loses sharpness and symmetry. At shorter
avelengths the development of conventional adaptive
ptics (AO) for filled apertures using, for example, Shack–
artmann wavefront sensors and deformable mirrors,
as demonstrated considerable success, ameliorating
uch of the atmospheric distortion and thereby restoring

erformance closer to the diffraction limit [1]. Synthetic
maging systems, such as are well known in astronomical
adio interferometry, offer greater maximum aperture di-
ension than is possible with a single collector, giving a

ommensurate increase in resolution. For this reason
hey are becoming more widespread in optical observation
2–4] and also recently in military surveillance applica-
ions [5], where single large apertures are not practicable.

In synthesis imaging each collector in the dilute aper-
ure is “seeing” through a different aberrating patch,
hough each patch may be correlated with its neighbors.
he resulting PSF is an Airy-disk-shaped envelope func-
ion modulating interference fringes whose period and
rientations depend on the array design. Phase errors dis-
ort the interferogram and subsequent object reconstruc-
ion.

In radio astronomy the collectors can acceptably be
reated as � functions sampling the wavefront, so that the
hase aberration over any collector is considered piston
nly. When making the transition to the optical domain,
ot only does the phase of incoming wavefronts have to be
easured indirectly (using quadrature rather than het-

rodyne detection) but also the phase profile will not be
1084-7529/09/010195-11/$15.00 © 2
imited to just a piston component. However for moderate
tmospheric conditions with correlation patch size of the
rder of the aperture size, piston phase is a reasonable
pproximation to the aberration.
The focus of this paper is the phase calibration of opti-

al wavefronts by redundant spacings calibration (RSC)
6]. As will be described below, RSC is a method that per-

its the separation of instrument-dependent and object-
ependent phase information for extended sources. By
his means the object brightness distribution can be
niquely estimated without the use of any object-specific
ssumptions.
It is assumed here that the imaging conditions are

soplanatic, that the instrument consists of many aper-
ures of the same size and shape, and that redundancies
n the instrument layout correspond to identical vector
pacing between the apertures in the array. The first of
hese assumptions is common in high-resolution as-
ronomy, the second easily achieved with appropriate ac-
uracy in macroscopic optical systems, and the last found
y experience to be reasonable, provided that vector spac-
ngs are equal to an accuracy of �10% of the diameter of
he individual apertures. This paper will treat only piston
rrors of apertures subject to uniform illumination; gen-
ralization to higher-order and nonuniform illumination
ill be presented in following papers.
In previous formulation, RSC required Fourier trans-

ormation of the interferogram/image followed by (explic-
tly or implicitly) taking a logarithm of the complex data
o extract phases that can be used with matrix algebra to
alibrate the instrument and to extract object Fourier
hases. This procedure had the disadvantages that it
ave equal weight to all object Fourier components irre-
009 Optical Society of America
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pective of the associated fringe visibility, and it intro-
uced modulo arithmetic that can result in a finite (gen-
rally small) set of ambiguous solutions even when the
atrix equations are full rank.
Here we show that analysis based in “image sharpness”

an be used on the same data to apparently circumvent
he Fourier weighting problem. Use of image sharpness
eveals new subtleties in array design criteria and this,
long with analysis in terms of matrix algebra, has al-
owed us to identify methods for avoiding ambiguity that
o not compromise the imaging properties of the array
nd are equally applicable to the phase extraction method
nd image sharpness.
Previous papers have described RSC in terms of piston

hase correction. Although solution by inversion has been
iscussed [6], it is presented in Section 2 in a different
orm for comparison with an approach for correction of
hases by the maximization of image sharpness. We de-
ive, from the presence of some identical repeated spac-
ngs in a dilute aperture, systems of equations in aperture
hases that describe the image sharpness calibration and
re also applicable to the phase retrieval approach, solv-
ble by data inversion. These methods allow unique cali-
ration of instrumental piston error. The fidelity of im-
ges reconstructed from incomplete frequency sampling
f object information is also considered. Section 3 exam-
nes the potential introduction of ambiguity due to the
rithmetic being modulo 2� in nature and describes array
esign methods to avoid this. Section 4 is a discussion of
he results in terms of their usefulness and limitations.

. REDUNDANT SPACINGS CALIBRATION
e begin by deriving the fundamental relationships on
hich synthesis imaging is based, before restricting con-

ideration to the case of piston-only aberrations of aper-
ures subject to uniform illumination. Solution methods
or RSC are then investigated and the effect of any viola-
ion of assumptions treated qualitatively.

. Fundamental Relationships
rom the van Cittert–Zernike theorem [7], imaging an in-
oherent scene with brightness function u through turbu-
ent atmosphere and ignoring anisoplanatism so that the
avefront arriving at the aperture array from each point
n the source is described by function L yields an image
ith irradiance distribution

I��� =� RL���U���exp�− i� · ��d� = F�RLU�, �1�

ith the optical transfer function (OTF) RL being the au-
ocorrelation of the complex wavefront function in the
orm

RL��� =� L*�r�L�r − ��dr. �2�

is the two-dimesional Fourier transform of the bright-
ess distribution and � the imaging spatial frequency vec-
or. Thus, the information in the object’s Fourier trans-
orm is modulated by the OTF.
Supposing wavefront function L�r�=m�r�exp�i�̃�r�� is
ampled by an aperture function A consisting of indi-
idual circular apertures a of identical diameter distrib-
ted across it, the sampled wavefront function will be L
LA. Writing the aperture function A as the convolution
f the circular function with a set of shifted � functions
epresenting the aperture locations yields

A�r� = �
j�A

a�r − rj�; �a�s� = 1	s	 � �

=0	s	 � �
 , �3�

here A denotes the set of apertures, rj is the vector lo-
ation of each, and � is their (identical) radius. L is then
iven by

L�r� = L�r��
j�A

a�r − rj� = �
j�A

mj�r − rj�exp�i�̃j�r − rj��,

�4�

ith mj and �̃j the illumination and phase functions, re-
pectively, of the wavefront over each aperture j. The au-
ocorrelation from Eq. (2) thus becomes

RL��� =� L*�r�L�r − ��dr

= �
j�A

�
k�A

�mj�r − rj�exp�− i�̃j�r − rj��mk�r − rk − ��

	exp�i�̃k�r − rk − ���dr, �5�

hereby expressing the imaging process of Eq. (1) in terms
f the wavefront aperture phase functions �̃j. We there-
ore make use of the information in RL for studying meth-
ds of phase correction and calculation; this is particu-
arly useful for understanding and taking advantage of
implifying assumptions about the imaging system and
onditions.

. Piston Phases Only
estricting the preceding discussion such that the wave-

ront phase at each aperture is piston only, i.e., a constant
unction, the autocorrelation is correspondingly

RL��� = �
j�A

�
k�A

exp�i��̃k − �̃j�� �mj�r − rj�mk�r − rk − ��dr.

�6�

To simplify the mathematics we now discuss the ex-
licit representation of RL as the combination of cross cor-
elations of aperture pairs in L,

RL��� = �
j�A

�
k�A

Rjk�� − sjk�, �7�

ith sjk the spacing between the jth and kth apertures
nd Rjk the cross correlation given by

Rjk���� = exp�i��̃k − �̃j�� �mj�r��mk�r� − ���dr�

= Mjk����exp�i��̃k − �̃j��, �8�

here Mjk���� is the magnitude only cross correlation of
wo diffraction-limited apertures. For the remainder of
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his work we will assume uniform illumination so that mj
s unity within the aperture radius. Thus, as shown by
he shaded area in Fig. 1, Mjk����=�r�C����dr, where C����
s the area of overlap at relative shift ��, forming peaks in
he magnitude component of RL and piston-only patches
ith values given by �̃k− �̃j in the phase part.

. Correcting Piston Aberration by Image Sharpness
SC
nder the above assumptions it can be seen from Eq. (1)

hat a sufficient condition for the image I to be free of dis-
ortion is that the phase of the sampled wavefront auto-
orrelation �RL be zero valued everywhere. In terms of
orrection of the wavefront (independent of any object in-
ormation) we define the effective or resultant phase of
perture j�A as the difference between incident wave-
ront phase �̃j and the estimate used for inverse correc-
ion �̂j,

�j = �̃j − �̂j. �9�

o achieve �RL=0 means the correcting phases �̂
��̂1 �̂2 . . . �̂N�T must all exactly match the corresponding
nknown wavefront piston values. Instead, we can re-
uire that the autocorrelation phase �RL describe a tilt
lane 
 through the origin: other than applying a shift in
he image position this would not cause any changes in I
n the case of a filled aperture [8].

In terms of piston-only phase components in a dilute
perture, the effective phase patches in �RL must all be
uch that 
 intersects their centers, describing a bisect-
ng line across each as shown in Fig. 2. However, this

eans only those points within the phase patch that lie
n this line will be properly phased—the areas on either
ide will retain some residual aberration, distorting the
mage slightly. To accomplish this piston phasing we must
nsure that the effective aperture phase differences lie on
. At the center of the �RL patch corresponding to the jth

nd kth aperture pair, the value of this piston-defined
lane is denoted �jk, i.e.,

�k − �j = �jk. �10�

By decomposing the effective phases as in Eq. (9) a sys-
em of equations can be constructed from Eq. (10) in
erms of correcting phases �̂j, �RL tilt plane phase �jk,
nd wavefront aperture phases �̃ for each of the N�N
1� /2 aperture pairs:

ig. 1. Showing the overlapping region C���� of two aperture
unctions relatively shifted by ��. The area of this region is

�� � in Eq. (8).
jk �
− �̂k + �̂j = �jk − �̃k + �̃j. �11�

he tilt plane defining the phase �jk is unfixed since the
utocorrelation phases depend on differences, and so far
here is no prescribed reference level. Appending a condi-
ion fixing a single correcting phase to an arbitrary con-
tant compels all others to be relative to it. Without loss of
enerality we make this constant zero, so we have

�
1 − 1 0 ¯ 0

1 0 − 1 0 0

] �

1 0 ¯ − 1

0 1 − 1 0 ¯ 0

] ] �

1 0 ¯ − 1

0 1 − 1 0 ¯ 0

0 � �

0 ¯ 1 − 1

1 0 ¯ 0

� �̂1

�̂2

]

�̂N



=�
�1,2 − �̃2 + �̃1

�1,3 − �̃3 + �̃1

]

�N−1,N − �̃N + �̃N−1

0
 . �12�

he system of Eqs. (12) relates the correcting phases �̂ to
he tilt plane values �jk and unknown aperture phases,
ubject to modulo 2� ambiguity. With more unknowns
han knowns a calculable solution for the �̂ is yet un-

ig. 2. Perspective diagram of a tilt plane bisecting the centers
f �RL piston phase patches—the lighter side of the patch is
efore/above the tilt plane (partially transparent in the illustra-
ion), while the darker half is behind/below it. The angles � and
indicate the two dimensions of tilt, with respect to the horizon-

al and vertical reference axes.
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chievable. However, the properties—in both the matrix
ormulation and the autocorrelation—of redundant spac-
ngs [where two or more spacings are identical, i.e., sjk
slm is true, given some �j ,k� , �l ,m��A2] form the basis of
calibration method. We show next that if sufficient re-

undancy exists, the whole system can be solved indi-
ectly by making use of the autocorrelation magnitude as
n evaluation function.
With reference to Eqs. (12), if a redundant spacing ex-

sts in the array, the autocorrelation tilt phase for both
perture pairs must be identical, i.e., �jk=�lm, thus mak-
ng it possible when carrying out row reduction to replace
n equation with a redundant condition

�̂k − �̂j − �̂m + �̂l = �̃k − �̃j − �̃m + �̃l. �13�

he greatest number of such independent redundant con-
itions possible is N−3 [6]. In this case the matrix can be
educed to N-square, with N−3 rows in the form of Eq.
13), the single reference-level correcting phase, and two
ows with constant terms involving a �jk with j ,k
1,2, . . . ,N.
The system of Eqs. (12) was constructed on the premise

hat the effective phase differences were all centered on
he �RL tilt plane 
. Thus, the value of these two �jk [de-
endent on the differences −�̂k+ �̂j as in Eq. (11)] com-
letely specifies 
, provided the spacings corresponding
o the chosen pairs of apertures are not antiparallel.

The importance of redundant spacings on the autocor-
elation can be seen from Eq. (14) below. Noting the con-
traint that the apertures be small enough and the array
onfiguration such that there is no overlapping of nonzero
ross correlation magnitude regions in RL, the autocorre-
ation in the contiguous region around �=sjk=slm=. . . cor-
esponding to redundant spacings will be the sum of com-
lex values over only those aperture pairs �j ,k� , �l ,m�
A2:

RL��� = � Mjk�� − sjk�exp�i��k − �j��

= Mjk�� − sjk�exp�i��k − �j��

+ Mlm�� − slm�exp�i��m − �l�� + ¯

= Mjk�� − sjk��exp�i��k − �j��

+ exp�i��m − �l�� + ¯ �, �14�

ith the last equality because Mjk=Mlm=¯.
Considering just a pair of redundant spacings, it can be

hown that the modulation transfer function 	RL���	 is
roportional to the cosine of the phase difference, i.e.,

	RL���	 = 2Mjk�� − sjk�cos��k − �j

2
−

�m − �l

2 � . �15�

Thus, the magnitude will be maximized if and only if
oth components have identical effective phase difference,
.e., �k−�j−�m+�l=0. This is the same as the redundant
ondition (13) satisfying the system of equations relating
o the tilt plane 
. Furthermore, it may be true that the
rray configuration generates identical redundant condi-
ion equations, as in condition (13), at a number of differ-
nt redundant spacings, for example, in a parallelogram
onfiguration s =s and s =s , with s �s . In this
jk lm jl km jk jl
ase, all but one of the four conditions relating to this par-
llelogram is eliminated from Eqs. (12) by simple row op-
rations, while 	RL���	 at frequencies formed from the
ame aperture combinations �=sjk ,sjl behaves identically
nder changes in �̂, as can be seen from Eq. (15).
If the autocorrelation at a given � is from a single spac-

ng sjk only, 	RL���	 will be given, from Eq. (8), by the
ingle Rjk magnitude component

	RL���	 = Mjk�� − sjk�, �16�

hich is independent of phase and so constant regardless
f the �̂. Hence, the integral of 	RL	 is insensitive to any
ffective phase difference between apertures not involved
n redundant spacings. This integral therefore serves as
n evaluation function for �̂, being maximized if and only
f �̂ satisfies the matrix Eq. (12), and is immune to the
act that the �̃j are unknown in the system. This means
ll the �RL patches lie on the tilt plane 
. Note, however,
hat the above description ignores the modulo 2� charac-
eristic of phase measurements. That modulo arithmetic
an lead to a finite set of ambiguous solutions has been
oted [6] and will be considered in more detail in subse-
uent sections.
As described in Eq. (8) an image is sharpened by maxi-
ization of the integral of the intensity squared. Refer-

ing to Eq. (1), it is seen that I and the product RLU are a
ourier transform pair. Consequently, by Parseval’s theo-
em

1

2�
� 	I���	2d� =� 	RL���	2	U���	2d�, �17�

mplying that, because 	U	 is fixed, changes only in 	RL	
ill be reflected in the image sharpness integral on the

eft. Furthermore, because 	U	 is positive definite, maxi-
ization of 	RL	 corresponds with maximization of the 	I	2

ntegral: the image sharpness will be maximized when
he autocorrelation magnitude is maximized. This can be
sed to determine when the redundant spacing conditions
re satisfied, yielding wavefront aperture phases cor-
ected to produce a piston-defined tilt plane in �RL and a
seudo-diffraction-limited image of the object.
Figure 3(b) shows the unaberrated PSF, with maxi-
um sharpness, from the 12-aperture array in Fig. 3(a).
here the central peak possesses the majority of the en-
rgy, with low surrounding grating responses producing
aint (but not insignificant) alias images. With an arbi-
rary piston-defined tilt plane Fig. 3(c) shows a PSF with
rating structure shifted relative to the fixed envelope
unction such that a number of peaks and corresponding
lias images are approximately evenly weighted, but still
ith maximum sharpness. From a phenomenological
iewpoint, the fringe systems that compose the image re-
onstruction maintain their relative positioning, and
ence areas of overlap of the PSF envelope function are
lso the same. Under an applied piston-defined tilt phase,
nergy in each fringe set is shifted in the direction of the
ilt, and that which disappears from one side of the PSF
e-enters at the other since the structure is repeated ad
nfinitum. The energy distribution within the overlap ar-
as is maintained and hence so is the sum of the squares
or higher powers). However, because of the changed PSF
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he resulting image is not identical to an unaberrated im-
ge.
In Fig. 4 the effect of the piston-defined tilt plane is il-

ustrated by imaging the circular object in 4(a) with the
2-aperture array of Fig. 3(a), scaled to produce a PSF
arge relative to the image. The image without any tilt is
een in Fig. 4(b) and with piston-defined tilt in 4(c). Rep-
ication of the circle is seen, with positioning and weight-
ng corresponding to the grating response peaks in the

ig. 3. Showing in (a) a 12-element dilute aperture (center mar
iston-defined tilt plane.

ig. 4. Showing on the first row: (a) a simple circular source, (b)
(a), and (c) the image resulting from the PSF of Fig. 3(c). The se
rray producing a large PSF to illustrate the image aliasing, una
hows the object repeated in (d) for convenience, (g) imaged unab
h) with the same piston-defined tilt plane PSF.
SFs of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Contrast is reduced and dis-
ortion introduced in Fig. 4(c) compared to 4(b) due to the
liases being afforded even weighting, making it much
arder to distinguish them, yet there is no difference in

mage sharpness.
In the second row of Fig. 4(a) familiar object 4(d) is

hown imaged in the absence of aberration by the same
2-aperture array with the same scaling 4(e) and with the
ame piston-defined tilt in 4(f) as above. The replication of

th a cross), (b) its unaberrated PSF, and (c) the PSF subject to a

aberrated image of (a) produced by the 12-aperture array of Fig.
ow shows an object which is (d) imaged by the same 12-aperture
ed (e), and with the same PSF as in (c) to give (f). The third row
d using again the same array with a higher resolution PSF, and
ked wi
the un
cond r
berrat
errate
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tructure can be identified in both 4(e) and 4(f), and the
elative differences between them seen to correspond
gain with the PSFs in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Reduced con-
rast between aliases in 4(f) compared with 4(e) is also
een. When the size of the PSF relative to the image is
ealistically small, as is shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h), the
lias images are much closer together. Although these im-
ges appear similar, reduced contrast between aliases in
he piston-defined tilt image is always present, as de-
cribed above, regardless of the particular piston-defined
ilt plane. The unaberrated case will therefore always be
arginally superior, independent of the imaging reso-

ution. Again however, image sharpness is maximized in
oth cases.
Although image sharpness is insensitive to the relative

ositioning of the PSF envelope and underlying grating
tructure because of the piston-defined tilt plane, there
emains the possibility that another evaluation metric
ay be used to identify the compensatory aperture-tilt

hift necessary to colocate the two. Since contrast be-
ween image aliases is affected by the tilt plane, this may
orm the basis of such a metric. It is difficult to envisage
t this stage how this might be accomplished without
rior knowledge of the object, however.

. Phase Retrieval RSC
lthough an approach to phase retrieval has previously
een reported [6], we are presenting phase retrieval in
his slightly different form directly applicable to wave-
ront sensing in order to draw analogies with the theory of
he image sharpness method and so that the issues of so-
ution ambiguity might be discussed in common terms.

In Eq. (1), we represent incoherent image formation in
erms of the modulation of the object brightness distribu-
ion’s Fourier transform U by the autocorrelation RL of
he aperture-sampled wavefront. In Subsection 2.C we
ave described an approach for correcting the wavefront
perture piston phases—made possible only by the pres-
nce of redundancy in the array spacings—that relied on
he maximization of the autocorrelation magnitude 	RL	.
s an alternative to this direct correction, treating the
avefront aberration at each aperture as piston-only, we

an calculate information about the aperture phases ex-
licitly. A system of linear equations can be constructed
nvolving the aperture aberration and object phases by

aking use of their relationships as expressed in ��RLU�
rom Eq. (1). In the same way as the image sharpness
ethod, the solution relies on the presence of sufficient

edundancy, but this time its interpretation is in terms of
bject information.

Considering a single point at the center of each auto-
orrelation patch corresponding to RL��� at �=sjk given
ny �j ,k��A, it can be seen from Eq. (8) that the phase
elationship of a nonredundant spacing can be written as

��RL���U���� = ��Rjk�� − sjk�U���� = �̃k − �̃j + �jk,

�18�

here �jk is the object phase component sampled by spac-
ng sjk, and �̃j and �̃k are the wavefront aperture phases
using the same notation as earlier for consistency).
Now, from Eq. (1), taking the Fourier transform of the
mage I and denoting the measured phase component at
patial frequency sjk as �jk, a system of N�N−1� /2 inde-
endent equations can be formed as

�̃k − �̃j + �jk = �jk. �19�

f the aperture phases were correctly known, the object
hases could be solved from this in terms of the measure-
ents �jk. When dealing with redundant spacings, RL���

s the sum of a number of cross correlations as shown in
q. (14), so Eq. (18) is not applicable. If only a pair of re-
undancies is present at �, however, a simple experimen-
al method can be used to measure separately the two
ourier phases [9]; �jk for each �j ,k��A is then available,
o Eq. (19) can be formed for all N�N−1� /2 spacings. How-
ver, the rank of the system is deficient by N, correspond-
ng to the unknown aperture phases �̃j, which are to be
ound. As with image sharpness correction, the presence
f redundancies in the array allows this to be accom-
lished.
Rearranging Eq. (19) so that the object phase appears

n the right-hand side allows a system of equations with
he form of

�̃k − �̃j = �jk − �jk �20�

o be constructed. As was the case for equations formed
rom relation (11), this system involves only differences,
o to be nonsingular requires a fixed reference level to be
efined by appending an equation that sets one �̃j to zero.
he result relates the �̃j to the unknown �, but as before a
alculable solution is as yet unachievable. However,
ampled object information is identical from vector spac-
ngs that are the same. This implies that any discrepancy
etween the measured phases of identical spacings is due
ntirely to the aperture phases. If the aperture array pos-
esses N−3 independent redundant conditions, this many
quations in the row-reduced system can therefore be
ritten in the form

�̃k − �̃j − �̃m + �̃l = �jk − �lm, �21�

eaving two in the form of Eq. (20). To eliminate the un-
nowns from these, we may take advantage of the addi-
ion of a tilt plane resulting merely in an arbitrary shift in
he image.

If we hypothesize the addition of a tilt plane to �RL, an
dentical function with opposite gradient is implied in the
bject information �U by the observed data. Denoting as
jk the phase added to �RL��� at each point �=sjk (and
orrespondingly subtracted from the �jk), the autocorrela-
ion and object phases at these � are written as �̃k�− �̃j�
�̃k− �̃j+�jk and �jk� =�jk−�jk, respectively. This change
oes not alter the redundant conditions of Eq. (21), as the
jk cancel, allowing them to be written as

�̃k� − �̃j� − �̃m� + �̃l� = �jk − �lm, �22�

utting the tilted aperture phases in terms of measured
ata only. The two nonredundant equations now have the
orm �̃k− �̃j+�jk=�jk−�jk+�jk; the tilt plane in �RL is
hen fixed by specifying the tilted object phase at the two
=sjk be equal to known constants, �jk−�jk=const, where
gain zero is used for simplicity. This implies that the
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RL��� at these points will be equal to the measured
hase values, i.e., �̃k�− �̃j�=�jk. The wavefront piston
hases �̃j�, which are subject to the tilt plane applied in
RL, can then be solved.
Written in terms of these variables, the system of equa-

ions concomitant with Eq. (19) have the form

�̃k� − �̃j� + �jk� = �jk. �23�

rom this we can now find the tilted object phases �jk� if
equired.

. SOLUTION AMBIGUITY
. Modulo 2� Arithmetic in Linear Algebra
e have seen that solving for aperture phases, whether in

erms of indirect correction or direct calculation, is based
n essentially the same linear system with the form Ax
y. Usually the variables and constants in such systems
re real numbers. When dealing with phases, however,
he origin is a branch point and phases are modulo 2�. By
ooking at the properties of such a system with integer

atrix coefficients as in RSC, the presence of and condi-
ions for ambiguous solutions to the RSC problem can be
een [6].

From the relation Ax=y, if A is full rank and n square
t can be formed into an upper triangular matrix A� by
aussian elimination. Denoting as y� the vector of con-

tants changed by the same row operations, backward
ubstitution yields the elements of x in the form

xj =
yj� − �m=j+1

n ajm� xm

ajj�
, �24�

here integer ajj� is the jth coefficient on the leading diag-
nal of A�. The numerator consists of sums of elements
hat are modulo 2�, and so the result is also modulo 2�.
herefore if and only if ajj� has unit magnitude will there
e no uncertainty about the Riemann sheet of xj, and the
j be unambiguous. As noted earlier, if the yj are real
umbers the summations do not cross branch lines and
he Riemann surface consists of only a single sheet; the
olutions are, therefore, unique and free of ambiguity.

Similarly as noted in [6], the essential property of these
atrices, revealing the presence of ambiguity, is the de-

erminant. Ambiguity in the solution arises if and only if
he determinant of A has nonunit magnitude.

In RSC, the constants are exclusively phases. In the
mage sharpness formulation, the elements of y are either
dentically zero, corresponding to a priori conditions, or
ombinations of wavefront aperture phases for redundant
onditions, as shown in the right-hand side of Eq. (13).
imilarly, with phase retrieval the nonzero constants in
he aperture phase subsystem are sums of a number of
easured phases �jk. Therefore in both cases the con-

tants are modulo 2�, and the preceding analysis is ap-
licable to RSC systems. Instead of being unique, solu-
ions of RSC linear systems, regardless of the evaluation
etric used, may therefore be ambiguous unless such

are is taken in the array design that it leads to a matrix
ith unit determinant.
. RSC Imaging with Ambiguities
he impacts of the ambiguity on image quality in the im-
ge sharpness and phase retrieval methodologies are
losely related, even though the methods of finding the so-
utions are quite different. The linear system in image
harpness originates directly from the equations placing
ll autocorrelation phase patches on the predefined tilt
lane. The presence of sufficient redundancy allows this
o be achieved without possessing information on the re-
uired phase of each patch in �RL and true wavefront ap-
rture phases �̃, both of which are unknown a priori. We
ave shown that the integral of the auto-correlation mag-
itude plane is maximized if and only if the redundant
onditions are satisfied, i.e., at a solution of the linear sys-
em describing correction of the wavefront aperture
hases. However, this equivalence means ambiguity can
e present in the image sharpness criterion also; that is,
hen the redundant and a priori conditions are such that

he linear system cannot be solved uniquely, it is possible
or the sharpness criterion to be maximized but to pro-
uce an aberrated image. The correction phases in �̂ may
e erroneous, causing the patches in �RL not to sit on the
ilt plane and the sampled object phases in U to be aber-
ated. The �RL patches, and thus the U phases, will be
ound in any one of a discrete set of locations dependent
n the determinant magnitude: if 	det A	=2, two such val-
es will exist (one correct, one incorrect); if 	det A	=3
here will be three such sites (but always only one cor-
ect), and so on.

Turning to phase retrieval, if errors are present in the
ubsystem of aperture phases, they will be propagated
nto the object phases as the data inversion proceeds. Un-
er identical aberration, the errors in the object phase
ill exactly match those resulting from the erroneous im-
ge sharpness correction. Consequently, the recon-
tructed object will have the same distortion as the image
rom active correction.

. A priori Conditions and Array Design
n both image sharpness and phase retrieval approaches
o RSC, the determinant of the system of phase relations
as been shown to indicate the possible introduction of so-

ution ambiguity. To illustrate conditions that may result
n this ambiguity, Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show two aperture
rrays with superficially similar properties—both have
he same number of apertures and both sample a similar
et of spatial frequencies because of their similar geom-
try. Figure 5(a) contains only redundancies in linear ar-
angement, i.e., redundant spacings that involve three
pertures in a line, whereas Fig. 5(b) contains many four-
perture redundancies in parallelogram layout. The type
f redundancy is further illustrated below each array pic-
ure: three apertures in a line giving one redundancy con-
ition in which the central aperture is involved twice [Fig.
(c)], and four apertures in a line considered as the limits
f a parallelogram where the angles between the sides are
ero and � radians [Fig. 5(d)]. Such a parallelogram (col-
apsed or not) provides two redundancy conditions, each
perture involved only once in each redundancy.
The linear arrangement where one of the apertures is

nvolved twice in a redundancy means a reduction in the
ndependence of parameters, leading to ambiguity in
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dentifying the phase of piston aberration components.
his can be seen in the following simple phase retrieval
alculations for a three-aperture and a four-aperture ar-
ay.

Referring to the established form for the phase rela-
ions of the array in Eq. (20), measurement phases be-
ween numbered aperture pairs are equal to object phases
lus instrument aberration phase terms. Account is ex-
licitly taken here of the modulo 2� nature of the arith-
etic for a limited selection of equations that highlight

he process:

�12 = �12 + �1 − �2 ± 2n12�,

�13 = �13 + �1 − �3 ± 2n13�,

�23 = �23 + �2 − �3 ± 2n23�,

�34 = �34 + �3 − �4 ± 2n34�, �25�

here njk is an integer.
Three-aperture redundancy case [first three relations

n system (25) refer to this case]. Taking the redundant
ondition, �12=�23 and rearranging in terms of measure-
ents gives ��12−�23�±2nr�=�3−2�2+�1. Substituting

nto this from the second equation of system (25) gives
12−�23+�13±2n�=�13+2�1−2�2. Finally, setting the
isposable parameters �13=0 and �1=0, we get

M/2 ± n� = − �2, �26�

here M=�12−�23+�13 is the measurement phase result-
nt. Thus �2 is subject to an n� ambiguity, giving two pos-
ible solutions—one for n even and one for n odd.

Four-aperture case [here all relations in system (25)
re applicable]. Again setting the redundant condition,
his time �12=�34, and rearranging in terms of measure-
ents we get ��12−�34�±2nr�=�1−�2−�3+�4. This con-

ition is one of two identical redundancy conditions that
ay be obtained from consideration of the phases corre-

ponding to parallel sides of a parallelogram. Because the

ig. 5. Showing two nine-aperture redundant spacing arrays
ith similar but subtly different configurations. The redundan-

ies in (a) are made solely from three-aperture linear arrange-
ents as in (c), whereas in (b) there are many parallelogram re-

undancies, collapsed as shown in (d) such that sides of the
arallelogram formed by black dots all become parallel as one set
f dots is shifted to lie co-linear with the others (becoming gray).
ondition involves all four collectors, there is no coeffi-
ient 2 in the equation (cf. the three-aperture case dis-
ussed above). These statements remain true even if the
arallelogram is collapsed to a line. The uncertainty on
he measurement phase will not be divided by 2 and will
emain modulo 2�.

The factor of 2 that appears in the case of linear redun-
ancies is equivalent to introduction of a value with mag-
itude of 2 on the leading diagonal of the triangular ma-
rix form, that if left uncanceled produces a nonunit
eterminant. To illustrate this development of nonunit-
agnitude determinant from linear redundancy entries

n the matrix, we formulate the RSC matrix in Fig. 6, in-
olving one such redundancy in the penultimate row. For
ompleteness we have returned to the full formulation of
he matrix used for object phase retrieval [6]. Row reduc-
ion is performed to present the redundancy information
n triangular form in the lower right-hand matrix parti-
ion (labeled block D), which may be recognized as the
orm of the aperture phase system described in subsection
.D.
In Fig. 6 the row reduction process is highlighted for

his linearly redundant relation as it progresses through
he matrix. The arrows show which object phases in the
bject parameter selection block A are involved in this re-
undancy. The highlighted rows show which aperture pis-
on phases in selection block B correspond to these. The
ncircled elements within the same column demonstrate
hat the same aperture is involved twice, here producing
factor of 2 in block D when these rows are subtracted.
ossibilities to cancel these 2’s exist when reducing to tri-
ngular form, namely by elimination with other redun-
ancies involving the same aperture or with disposable
arameters. As the ratio of linear redundancies to paral-
elograms increases the possibilities for achieving this di-

inish.

. Additional Considerations
he preceding section applies to the phase retrieval case
here phase measurements are made, but it can be seen

ig. 6. (Color online) Progression of linear redundancy informa-
ion by Gaussian elimination, resulting in factors of 2 in the tri-
ngular form of block D. The figure illustrates a redundancy con-
ition (in block C) that can be used in combination with
easured phase data (rows through blocks A and B) to produce

n upper-triangular matrix. Addition and subtraction of the rows
rom A, B set the correspoding elements in C to zero, but lead to

matrix element with value 2 in block D due to the elements
dentified by the lozenge in block B.
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lso to apply to the image sharpness case as the following
xperiment demonstrates.

The nine-aperture array shown in Fig. 3(a) was manu-
actured (by hand measurement and drilling of a steel
ask) and illuminated by collimated laser light. One of

he inner three apertures was modulated in phase from 0
o 1 wave of error using an optically addressed spatial
ight modulator (SLM), and the resulting interferogram
maged on a CCD camera, as shown in Fig. 7. The data
ertaining to individual frequency components were then
xtracted by Fourier transform, and the visibilities are
lotted in Fig. 8. Visibilities change according to relation
15), but where the aperture is central in a linear redun-
ancy we have j=m and as shown in Eq. (26) this results
n an n� phase ambiguity, i.e., visibility can remain maxi-

ized when frequency content sampled by linear redun-
ancies is out of phase by n�. This is manifested in the
lot as the visibility changing twice as quickly for base-
ines where the aperture is central as compared with the
urve corresponding to a redundancy that involves the ap-
rture situated at the end.

Determinants are used to calculate volumes in vector
alculus: the absolute value of the determinant of real
ectors is equal to the volume of the n-dimensional paral-
elepiped spanned by those vectors [10]. The more or-
hogonal the row vectors in the matrix are, the larger this
olume will be and hence the larger the determinant.
onversely, the more orthogonal the row vectors, the

ower the condition number, and so the matrix determi-
ant is inversely correlated with the condition number.
ethods exist in numerical analysis for improving condi-

ioning [11] so more emphasis should be placed on obtain-
ng low determinant.

To conclude, it is better to limit the presence of linear-
ype redundancies for the purpose of extracting phase
niquely. The array design always permits great flexibil-

ty on the spatial frequency coverage attained, and this
estriction does not impinge significantly on the image
uality that can be achieved.

. DISCUSSION
hroughout, we have maintained the condition that the

llumination amplitude falling on every aperture is con-
tant across the array. This allows us to describe explic-
tly the characteristics of the image sharpness criterion

ig. 7. (Color online) Experimental setup of the laboratory dem
aser source is projected onto a liquid crystal SLM which is prog
nner aperture of the RSC mask (indicated). This light then passe
n a CCD camera.
nder aberration and correction of piston phases and im-
roves the error properties of the phase retrieval method.
f this condition is relaxed, such that the illumination
cross each aperture remains constant but is different
rom one aperture to another, both of these advantages
re lost. In the image sharpness case, the magnitude com-
onents of the terms in Eq. (8) will be different. Figure
(b) illustrates that when this is the case, the variability
f redundant peaks is diminished as compared with when
he magnitude components are the same [Fig. 9(a)]. Con-
equently, the sensitivity of the redundant peaks to
hanges in the correcting phases will be reduced. If this
ere to happen, it would follow that the accuracy of the

orrecting phase estimator would be compromised.
Similarly, differing illumination conditions across the

pertures in the phase retrieval method will cause

ation of visibility on linearly redundant baselines. A collimated
d to modulate the phase of a disk corresponding to the selected
gh the aperture array and the resulting interferogram is imaged

ig. 8. Laboratory demonstration of visibility on linearly redun-
ant baselines. The array configuration is that of Fig. 5(a), and
ne of the three innermost apertures is the one modulated. This
s central (and hence involved twice in the redundancy equa-
ions) in a single pair of linearly redundant spacings, so the vis-
bility changes at twice the rate of the two other linearly redun-
ant baselines, where it is situated at the end. Visibilities from
onredundant baselines remain constant (within experimental
rror) and clustered around the center of the plot, while those
ue to redundant baselines whose phase is not being modulated
re constant and clustered toward the top. The displacement
een between the single cycling visibilities is due to additional
berrations in the optical setup, and the spread of visibilities is
ecause of nonuniformity in the light source.
onstr
ramme
s throu
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reater uncertainty in the Fourier transform phase mea-
urements, leading to poorer accuracy of the aperture and
bject phase calculations. Though this paper treats the
olution to the imaginary part of the log complex ampli-
ude, it may be possible by use of greater levels of redun-
ancy to calibrate for the illumination level also. Such in-
reased levels of redundancy, however, may increase the
ystem determinant and thereby compromise the integ-
ity of the phase solution.

Throughout the analysis we have made no consider-
tion of anisoplanatism, the implication being that all
cenes are observed isoplanatically. Of course, in astro-
omical imaging this premise may not be true, and con-
equently, the image observed may not correspond exactly
ith that modeled. Furthermore, precise location and siz-

ng of the apertures involved in redundant spacings has
een assumed in the theory. Mislocation of the apertures
nvolved in redundant spacings will corrupt the autocor-
elation phase at the repeated spacings because, although
he piston phase differences in Eqs. (14) will be un-
hanged within the remaining shared frequency content,
he magnitude components will no longer be as they ide-
lly would, so the complex sum has different resultant ar-
ument. This is a source of error similar to that described
bove when the illumination over redundant spacings is
ot constant. Also, the phase calculation in the Fourier
ransform of frequency components with reduced magni-
ude will be intrinsically less accurate, introducing a fur-
her source of random error.

This result of mislocated apertures in the autocorrela-
ion being akin to nonconstant illumination means that
mage sharpness calibration is affected in the same way
s described earlier; namely, in the autocorrelation patch,
here aperture pair cross correlations overlap, the mag-

ig. 9. Combination of complex cross correlation components for
edundant spacings sjk=slm and sjl=skm with sjk�sjl. Where the
llumination is the same on all apertures (a), the autocorrelation

agnitude peaks will vary according to Eq. (15) between the
aximum when the phasors are parallel and zero when they are

ntiparallel. If the illumination is different (but constant across
ny particular aperture) (b), the relative maximum peak height
ill be reduced as compared with (a), and the minimum will be
reater.
itude peak heights will be less sensitive to changes in
perture phase, so making the sharpness optimization
ess accurate. However, when the mislocations are small
he errors are relatively minor also, because the area of
verlap of circular aperture pairs is less sensitive to such
islocations than to larger ones. As noted earlier, experi-

nce indicates that the vector spacings should be accurate
o about 10% of the aperture diameters. The presence of
pertures with different radii in the array also introduces
ncertainty into the magnitude components of cross cor-
elation terms in Eqs. (14), so again the complex sum has

phase different from the correct value and a smaller
agnitude that is less sensitive to changes in phase dif-

erence of the contributing aperture pairs. Robustness to
inor shape, size, and positioning errors is evidenced by

he experimental demonstration of image sharpness RSC
hown in Fig. 8, which used a hand marked and drilled
perture mask.

. CONCLUSIONS
e have shown methods for calculating unknown aper-

ure piston phase parameters subject to a uniform tilt,
nd for performing active correction of piston phases in
he synthetic imaging problem, important in all optical
nterferometry applications such as astronomical, space,
nd ground based observation and high-resolution mili-
ary surveillance from mobile platforms. In this method-
logy dilute arrays are designed with redundant spacings,
roviding repeated measurements to allow detection of
berrations. The phase calculation approach can be used
s a method for synthesizing a reconstruction of the object
rightness distribution subject to an arbitrary shift, or as
wavefront sensor. Correction utilizing image sharpness

s an evaluation function results in a pseudo-diffraction-
imited synthetic image of the object. We have shown that
n using this indirect calibration method an increase in
mage aliasing and corresponding loss of contrast will be
bserved.

In addition to aliasing and incomplete frequency cover-
ge, image fidelity is also affected by solution ambiguity
nd it has been shown that in order for an unambiguous
olution to be achieved, the system of phase relations
eeds to possess unit determinant. We have demon-
trated that for this purpose the presence of linear-type
edundancies in the array needs to be limited. The pref-
rence for the use of parallelograms (whether collapsed
nto a line or not) in array design reduces the array effi-
iency in providing Fourier space coverage since it implies
he introduction of two redundancies rather than one re-
undancy for each collector in the array. However, use of
arallelograms provides added protection against the se-
ection of a low-modulus source Fourier component as a
alibration point and mitigates against modulo-
rithmetic-induced ambiguities by reducing the potential
or the matrix to have nonunit determinant. We have
hown that ambiguities resulting from modulo arithmetic
re present in an image sharpness analysis as well as in
irect inversion of RSC matrix algebra.
The effects of phase aberration with components other

han piston alone is the subject of a future publication.
hough the experimental result shows RSC is robust to
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mall errors in array geometry, a quantitative analysis of
he impact of this and the remaining assumptions,
amely anisoplanatic conditions and nonuniform illumi-
ation over the array, is an avenue for future research.
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